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Abstract
Developing mobile robot applications in the
real world is difficult. ARDev is an open
source tool designed to create a shared perceptual space for humans to see the world from a
robots point of view. This is achieved by augmenting a live video feed with virtual objects
resulting in an Augmented Reality visualisation toolkit used to visualise robot data. This
project aims to expand and improve ARDev
so that it may become more widespread and
ubiquitous within mobile robot development.
The main contributions of this work are new
features including runtime configuration of objects and views, control over a virtual camera
and further modularisation with the addition
of plug-ins. Runtime configuration allows the
developer to change the visualised data depending on the particular sensor or visualisation of
interest. The virtual camera allows for different
views of the same data or scene to increase the
developers understanding of sensor data. Plugins provide a convenient extension point for further development. Overall the contributions in
this paper have greatly improved ARDev for
mobile robot development.

1

Introduction

Developing mobile robot applications in a real world environment presents a number of challenges. The challenges are a result of the researcher developing the application often being remote from the robot, real environments are dynamic and the information provided by
sensors cannot easily be interpreted in real-time with
classical techniques. Augmented reality (AR) provides a
means to solve many of these problems placing the sensor data geographically with the robot in real-time and
the associated physical surrounding.
The application domains for AR are diverse and ranging from medical displays [Sielhorst et al., 2008], to en-

tertainment [Lyu et al., 2005; Kirner et al., 2006], to
treating psychological disorders [Juan et al., 2004]. Focusing on robotics, AR has been used in [Brujic-Okretic
et al., 2003] to aid an operator when manoeuvring a vehicle in limited or no visibility. The design of the AR
system is presented discussing hardware and integration
of a near-scene map building algorithm. In [Chen et
al., 2008] an AR system is used to aid in commissioning helicopter tasks for agriculture. Their work focuses
on tracking the camera pose using natural features as
markers, with results given from a mock-up simulation.
It is generally agreed that it is the developers lack
of understanding of the robot’s world view that makes
it difficult to code new algorithms and tasks, debug
problems in the resulting actions and commission integrated systems for real world work. The problem of understanding can be overcome with a shared perceptual
space [Breazeal et al., 2001]. AR provides this shared
space between developers and robots enabling the developer to view the world through the robots sensors.
The Augmented Reality Visualisation Project
(ARDev), originally created in 2006, was designed to
allow visual debugging of robot data [Collett and MacDonald, 2006]. ARDev integrates with the open-source
Player Project, providing intuitive visualisations of
Player robot data. The integration into the Player
project makes ARDev very accessible with easy access
to existing sensors through the generic Player interfaces.
The AR visualisations used in ARDev provide developers with a clear, visual representation of robot data,
and can be used by the researcher to detect problems
between the robot and the real world. Displaying the
robots world view allows developers to better understand
where faults lie and aids development as discrepancies
in robot data visualisations can be compared to the real
world [Collett and MacDonald, 2006].
The main contributions described in this work relate
to increased capabilities of ARDev adding the ability to
create and control a virtual camera, including panning
and zooming in the virtual environment, the addition of
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sition, Render and Output Objects.
• Allow more runtime configuration, including selection between multiple views at runtime.
• Make the system more robust to device availability.
• Rendering of abstract values such as ’health’ and
error states. This requires an interpretation of the
data and may combine a number of factors. There
is no specific way to display such concepts, although
in [Dragone et al., 2007] abstract data such as ’emotion’ is shown as a virtual character above the robot.
• Add support for IP cameras.

Figure 1: Laser data drawn in a real world environment
and vehicles position and heading
runtime calibration and manipulation of data and views,
and improving general stability and usability. The work
is applied in the Inro Technologies’ development environment where developers were creating a robotic forklift
used to move stock around in a warehouse environment.

2

ARDev

ARDev was initially built to interface with Player and
currently can visualise a core set of Player drivers. However, with its modular software architecture, ARDev allows for other general augmented reality use. The AR
system is intended to visually display robot data and
provide an insight into the world from the robots perspective.
Player is a network oriented device server. Player provides transparent network access to various sensors and
actuators [Gerkey et al., 2001]. The modular architecture of Player allows the creation of modules for any
system that supports TCP/IP. Player provides a visualisation tool (playerv) which displays robot data, however
this tool lacks the context of data for the visualisations
and this limits its usefulness.
An image illustrative of the core functionality of
ARDev can be seen in Fig. 1. It shows three lasers,
coloured red, green and blue overlaid on a camera feed.
The path of the robot is also shown in yellow and the
arrow head indicates the main direction of movement.
A vector map can also be seen around the edges of the
image.
The goals of this project were to:
• Improve extensibility by implementing a runtime
plug-in system. Plug-ins should be able to add Po-

The following sections are broken down into the main
goals; runtime configuration, extensibility, robustness
and deployment. Each section describes the state of the
system prior to this project, the issues or areas identified
for improvement followed by the development that took
place.

3

Robustness

Part of the requirements for a practically effective AR
toolkit [Collett and MacDonald, 2006] describe that it
must be able to run continually as a permanent installation in a robotics lab and be able to detect Player
server connections and disconnections. This requirement
should also be extended to be easily deployable and run
continuously in a real world environment, particularly to
assist in commissioning robot tasks.

3.1

Player Interface

ARDev is implemented as a Player server and this provides a graphics interface to other Player drivers. Drivers
can then render to the standard Player graphics interfaces and it will display as AR without the need for any
additional setup.
These requirements for robustness were not entirely
realised in ARDev. ARDev was holding connections and
preventing the Player server shutdowns. Additionally, if
some interfaces were not present at runtime it would
not start up correctly or would not load until they were
present.
In order to address the issues presented above, it was
necessary to change some of the underlying ARDev architecture for Player connections. Changes allowed connections to drop and reconnect at a later date without
significant failure. To provide additional control, GUI
buttons were added which enable and disable Player connections, or to forcefully disconnect all Player connections.

4

Runtime Configuration

In modern systems runtime configuration is an expected
and desirable feature. The usability of the original sys-
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tem was significantly reduced as it lacked runtime configuration or control. Previously with ARDev, it was
necessary to confirm any configuration before runtime of
the visualisation. Once ARDev was running the visualisation needed to be stopped and completely reinitialised
for any changes to propagate.

4.1

Event Model

ARDev had some basic keyboard driven events which
were used to clear drawn geometry from the screen, such
as the robot’s path or the Player graphics interface. By
abstracting the keyboard event system further, it would
be possible to support network events from other Player
servers.
An event model with significantly more capability was
added to ARDev to enable a great deal of flexibility and
customisation. This allows modules to take advantage of
the dynamic nature of ARDev objects. Events can now
be created and subscribed to by any number of objects.
A basic event contains an event type and a number of
event arguments, which provide additional event information. Events allow for a wide variety of visualisations
to interact and communicate in various ways. This new
event model provides the groundwork for many of the
new features discussed later in this paper.
Some of the notable uses for events: camera control,
environment switching and sub-positions within position
objects. Sub-positions have been used in conjunction
with an actuator array. This exposes further position
objects for adding extra actuator geometry, for example
at an actuator joint.

4.2

Output Objects

Output objects define the output for the system. Multiple outputs may be defined and each contains its own
render and object lists. Primary output objects are usually a graphical display while secondary outputs can be
defined for output to images or video.
ARDev defines outputs in the terms of an environment. Each environment may define its own geometry,
camera position, video feed, and post and pre-processing
information, but often it may be optimal or required to
share some components, rather than defining the same
objects for each environment. Multiple environments
have been used to great effect in conjunction with a
stereo head mounted display (HMD) for stereographic
AR. In this case only the camera position and angle are
different between the environments.
Previously each environment was only able to be associated with a single Output object and there was no way
to tightly integrate multiple environments. One of the
obvious benefits of a combined environment would be to
be able to quickly switch from a perspective AR view to
a top down virtual camera or a controllable fly-through

virtual camera while keeping the render and object lists
the same. Multiple camera angles can be used to give
better perspective to a scene, a top down camera virtual
camera is better suited for discerning spatial positioning
of objects.
To integrate environments together, the base output
object was altered to respond to events and now contains a list of all environments. When considering the
X11 output object, events were created to cycle through
all the environments. GUI integration was also added
for quick jumping between environments and to reduce
dependency on the keyboard. It is now trivial to render each environment in a separate viewport in a single
window.

4.3

Position Objects

Position objects are the underlying geographic positions
of any rendered object defining the position and rotation. Position objects can be added to the render list
in a hierarchical fashion, allowing for objects to remain
relative to each other. These objects can then subscribe
to a Player server and are updated according to the location provided by the Player server.
For runtime control and manipulation position objects
were extended to respond to position events. These
events can be directed at certain objects and form the
basis for camera movement. Controllable objects are primarily useful for abstract objects, but in a virtual environment controllable objects could be utilised further.

4.4

Virtual Camera

In ARDev the primary concern is the AR view, but it
is important not to overlook the usefulness of a purely
virtual camera. Given enough suitable AR objects, the
ability to move or change the view of the camera can be
incredibly useful, even if these different camera position
are not coupled with the video feed. A virtual camera
is able to move to positions that are unreachable or impractical for a real camera.
A top down view of the environment is hard to achieve
with a real camera, but it is often easier to discern spatial information from this angle compared with that of
a lower angle associated with wall mounted cameras. A
pure virtual camera view is shown in Fig. 2.
A controllable position object is used with events from
the keyboard to zoom and pan the virtual camera. However, where camera control is not appropriate, for example when overlaying a video feed, camera movement is
not controlled by user input.

5

Extensibility

For any software product, extensibility and modifiability
are important design principles allowing developers to
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Figure 2: Pure virtual top down view of the scene displaying a 1m grid. The GUI on the right shows the
render options for each render object
easily integrate existing tools and software or create new
modules for additional functionality.

5.1

Figure 3: Screenshot of the graphical interface

Plug-ins

In any software product, extensibility and modifiability are desirable properties to have. Due to ARDev’s
modularised architecture, a plug-in manager was quickly
added. The ARDev object registry is used to dynamically add new object types, which can then be added to
the scene using the ARDev graphical configuration editor. The plug-in interface currently allows for plug-ins
for new Output, Render and Position Objects.
AIO
The AIO (Analogue Input and Output) player interface
provides a raw data stream from the robot and contains
within it a great deal of information. This information
can describe important state data but is not in an easily discernible format. The AIO plug-in maps the information into the ARDev GUI and can monitor values
for changes. Currently the implementation is very light,
but as is, can be extended to display visual information
quickly.
Grid
The grid plug-in started as simple example plug-in development and grew into a mature measuring tool. Grids
are very useful for physical calibration procedures of a
robotic platform, such as verifying the location of sensors, or measuring real world objects and comparing
these with processed data from the robot. Positioning
the grid is critical as currently the perspective camera
does add some parallax error. The addition of an orthographic virtual camera would eliminate this issue.
Along with a standard rectangular grid as in Fig. 2,
a radial grid is also developed. The grid itself can be
configured to any size with accurate major and minor

grid lines. The grid has the additional function of measuring the distance along the grid’s plane between two
selected points. The measurement is then displayed in
the GUI in metres. Measuring was a request function
and is provided for user convenience.

5.2

Graphical User Interface

Previously, configuration for ARDev was unable to be
performed at runtime. It was necessary to terminate the
program and reinitialise it in order to change any settings. As previously mentioned, this tool should ideally
be run constantly helping to avoid the potential loss of
time and important data.
In order to provide runtime control and configuration
of ARDev a graphical user interface library was added.
The library AntTweakBar was chosen as a lightweight
option. The main GUI window for ARDev is small, provides buttons to open further windows and also provides
control over player connections, as shown in Fig. 1. The
main windows as shown in Fig. 3 - Display List, Environment and Data - display information regarding rendered
objects, environments and environment switching, and
miscellaneous robot data, respectively.
The Display List window can be used to show and hide
objects of interest and to change the colour or transparency of rendered objects shown in Fig. 2, which can
be very useful at runtime when rendered objects overlap
and obscure each other. For some objects extended settings are provided; in the case of the grid, the major and
minor grid lines can be changed quickly for more or less
precision.
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With the addition of the GUI it is now easy to change
runtime settings, manipulate the environment and view
the state of the system. Further configurations easily be
added for any type of object using the extensible architecture.

6

General

This section discusses some of the secondary improvements that benefit ARDev.

6.1

IP Camera

The camera in an AR visualisation is an important part
of the system. The camera drivers that exist for Player
were not able to utilise a new camera purchased for
use with ARDev. The camera produced a stream of
MJPEGs across a network connection, unlike previous
USB-based cameras. A new driver to support this IP
camera was created and added to Player. The new
camera driver could then be used in conjunction with
ARDev. The benefits of the new camera include higher
resolution and a faster capture rate, improving the developer’s AR experience.

6.2

Packaging

With any software package ease of distribution is
paramount in order for software to be utilised and become more widespread. ARDev was packaged into a
Debian (.deb) package for Debian-based Linux distributions. The package installs ARDev and all required libraries and resources, and any updates to ARDev that
occur can be easily pushed out to those with the package
installed. The deb package has been tested on a number
of 32 and 64 bit Ubuntu machines.
This packaging of ARDev should help develop a further install base and hopefully encourage further development and testing.

7

Discussion

Developing robots that are mobile and interact with the
real world can be a significant challenge. The available
tools for a developer to understand complex robot data
in a real-time and useful way are limited, resulting in an
extended time to finding correct solutions. The real-time
world is complex and dynamic and cannot be easily understood from a robot’s perspective without placing the
robot’s data in context with the developers world view.
Visualisations of sensor and actuator readings can be
easily interpreted when overlaid onto an image of the
real world. Any inconsistencies between real-time robot
data and what the developer can actually see in the real
world become obvious when presented in a visual manner. The benefits of AR in robotics is clear and there
are many examples of its use.

The ARDev project is a work in progress and there is
great potential for future development. Some examples
are discussed in the following paragraphs.
To improve the GUI and the ease of GUI extension
it would be easy to create a slight abstraction from the
AntTweakBar library. Currently adding a single variable
to the GUI requires many lines of code. This could be
easily simplified and would encourage use of the GUI.
When trying to measure distances in the virtual environment an orthographic view would be useful as it
would remove the parallax error associated with perspective views.
Empirical testing on the ground truth of the ARDev
visualisations would be important to undertake. Being
able to ensure that the visualisations were reliable would
lend credibility to the ARDev project.
A user study would also be beneficial to determine
the best way to present visualisations to the user. Users
could be evaluated on aspects such as their understanding, clarity and usefulness of the visualisations. Comparison could also be made to classical methods such as
printing to a standard console output.
While ARDev is quite visually impressive, from experience it takes developers a while to get accustomed to
this kind of tool and the advantages it has over classical
techniques for debugging and mobile robot development.
The adaptability of ARDev to meet the developers need
is vast and can be tailored to the task at hand. The
ideal situation is having ARDev deployed as a ubiquitous tool for robotic development. This paper aims to
illustrate some of the possibilities of the ARDev project
and encourage more developers to use it.

8

Conclusion

The work described here has been successful and beneficial to the ARDev project, with the improvements to
extensibility, robustness and runtime configuration. The
usefulness of the new features has been indicated by their
quick uptake in a commercial development environment.
ARDev is now maturing into a valuable tool, providing developers a means of visualising mobile robot’s perception of the world. Some of the improvements such
as plug-ins and events have created the foundation for
further development. The general improvement to robustness increases the quality of ARDev and the aim of
being a long running fixture in a robotics lab. Compiling ARDev and required libraries into a Debian package has made ARDev easier to install and thus available
to a larger install base within a commercial operation.
Over the course of this project a great deal has been
achieved but there are still further improvements that
can be made.
The ARDev project is open source and the current build ardev-0.9.0-rc1 is available for download at
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http://sourceforge.net/projects/ardev/ under the
Lesser General Public license (LGPL).

9
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